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The Quaker City National Bank
Capital $500,000
Surplus and Profits $750,000
Savings Fund Pays 4%
We Solicit Your Account

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3443 WALNUT STREET
Breakfast 7 to 9 AM lunchroom 11 to 2 PM
Dinner 4 to 7:30 PM

NOTICES

STOCK损伤—In Billings report today old 6% mortgage on 8 P.M. due to Reliable real estate to be sold by D. M. Linnell—Following men report to assigned hours at Reading Terminal, Thursday, April 24. McNamara, Director, Steven, Plummer, Kessler, Lang, Mud, Culler, an, Indian, Berrin, Galton, Friday, April 25. Lagoe, Sturgis, Randall, Cambria, Stevens and Hoffmum.

To Dine and To Dance
New place in Philadelphia is more attractive than the Main L'N Dining Room of the Hotel Pennsylvania. There you may Dine and Dance in the most beautiful Dining Room in Philadelphia to the Music of the Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra every evening from six to eight-thirty. There is no cover charge and you may select your dinner from two exciting menus, one at a dollar and a half and one at two dollars, or from an unlimited a la carte menu.

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA
For Reservations phone Baring 1340

WINTER'S WANT A SLOGAN
FORDS
Touring & Sedans
50 to 90 C. per hour
$20.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED
Take No. 40 Car to Ogden Street
4228 OGDEN ST. PRESTON 4444

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Minimum charge $1.50 for each word.
WANTED—Bronton to work evenings up to 8 hours weekly responsible in room manufacturing. Must possess some ability. Earnings average $8 per week. Apply to Louis R. O'Neill, Maryland Manufacturing Co., New Haven, Conn.

LOST—An Alpha Epsilon Phi fraternity pin on N. P. B. 33. Please return to Norvel T. Bamberger, 143 Walnut St., 7101—Schulman or double room and board. Quiet neighborhood. Private family. For information phone Philadelphia office.

SMOKES
CLADE CIGARETTES
Just the fine old Kentucky Burley and Virginia nature—flavored tobacco with a taste and after taste that bring you back for another pack.

WHEEWSY
1424-56 CHERSTN. ST.
PHILADELPHIA

NEW SPRING MODELS
Our entire line is here anticipating your expectations. Prices $7 to $10
THREE NEW SPRING MODELS

The Smartest Oxfords
You’ll ever own — made of the smartest leathers, Black or Tan Collar also Patent.

Friehofer's
FINE BREAD

Nearly every Fraternity on the campus serves—
Cambridge wins by four and a half lengths. How simple and unexciting it sounds! Hitherto men rowing in two-light boats called clubs, two-oars out of one boat-crew keeping the time—the whole time over it twenty minutes from start to finish. But what is the real meaning of it? Why does a crowd of a hundred thousand people, most of whom know nothing of either university, turn out to see this twenty-minute contest, or, as it now probably, only a flash of it?!

Unlike the Harvard Yale race the Eng- lish boating event is held each year early in April, at the end of the winter term. It is a matter of mys. All day, up to 2 o'clock, the crowd, mostly in work clothes, with the same face, many many, many of whom have a black eye, sing the Union Jack and wear the colors for at least a four years. The reason of why these people all adopt a choice of a university to support is not yet put, but not explained, by a funny picture which appeared for this year's race. Abroad it is usually seen in two cities looking members of the pro- letariat, one of whom has a black eye, and the other a bleeding nose and cloth ing in rags. The more sprightly and intelligent of the two addresses this on behalf of the government to the for ma- no policeman. "Well, you see, you, we are, saying of, saying is, that Cambridge couldn't win and even if Oxford did, you've had a miles.

Again, unlike the Harvard Yale race, there are no trains accompanying the—

Continued from Page Five

To Paris and the Olympic Games

$368

Including All Expenses

Sailing July 2nd and returning August 16th on the great liner "PARIS".

Round steamship fare, first-class accommodation in Paris, all meals, five sightseeing trips, admission to the Games.

44 Glorious Days

$368

The Sportlover’s Olympic Games Tour

For full particulars and reservations see

'Nels' Sherrill
'Pete' Martin
'Ben' Owen

Paul Rosenbaum, '23
Emile C. Geyelin, '19

603-605 S. 3rd Street
Emile C. Geyelin, '19
Call Lombard 2461
1339 Walnut St.
Call Walnut 0341
There seems to be a forming movement on the campus to reduce interest of the many interest associations on campus. An entire column has been occupied by one of the Non-sports, and so the competitive drive at the rec week when the temptation would be greatest. In the customary student manner we retired from our vacation and undisturbed went down to the campus, we were able to see some of the action. The temptation of giving up here was too great. Consequently:

KAMPUS KUTOUTS

We were not made to make the column as
4 o'clock class. In other words, today the University
gets not even sympathy. Even though there be
tails the matter how close the race may be, but the competitor who
spring of days get the heal if be
ready to cheer

And every one is apportioned exactly what the well-deserved may be wearing, and making that all-handicase carrier effect.

We decided the above confession from the fact that, so happily, so many fail to get the correct facial expression. The result is highly entertaining.

There is nothing that cheers us as much as watching the masquerade intellel at work in the Library. It increases our self-respect immensely.

Occasionally we do see a noble head knocked in partic-
larly ferocious concentration over the liberties of his

and in other words, today the University
gets not even sympathy. Even though there be
tails the matter how close the race may be, but the competitor who
spring of days get the heal if be
ready to cheer

and the period between now
and good,
and the period between now
and good,
Morning Afternoon and Evening College Work required for One year of Baring 0568 BREAD ROLLS THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1924 Business Leadership and a cleanser—and It's a help to did-confection yon can bny WRIGLEYS Christmann’s IKrom actual experience the fundamental course of the Babson Institute is offered. It's the longest-lasting experience, the intensive, one-year training principle* in the conduct of business problems To help you mini-

K AND D RESTAURANT Opposite Doms. 3703 Spruce Street Phone Baring 8298

EXHIBIT AT BEASTON’S 3701 Spruce Street EVERY OTHER WEEK ON THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

WRIGLEY’S After Every Meal
It’s the longest-lasting confection you can buy—and It’s a help to digestion and a cleanser for the mouth and teeth.

WRIGLEY’S Sealed in its Fruit Package
Juicy Fruit

Hand-Tailored Lounge Suits
With Wide Bottom Trousers
$50, $55, $60
Hand-Tailored Four-Piece Golf Suits
In Light Colors $55 and $60

Two men are trained for executive roles Write \( \text{a} \) for booklet “Training for Business Leadership.” Describes the courses in detail

FRANK BROTHERS
Rex Avenue, South Street
Bres Будд 1, and 15 Briscoe, New York

PYLE and INNES
Leading College Tailors
115 WALNUT STREET

KOH-I-NOOR
The perfect pencil
Made in Germany

Said

PHILADELPHIA.

Hand-Tailored
Lounge Suits
With Wide
Bottom Trousers
$50, $55, $60
Hand-Tailored
Four-Piece Golf Suits
In Light Colors
$55 and $60

Franklin Simon & Co.
FIFTH AVENUE, 37th and 38th Streets, NEW YORK
MEN’S SHOPS—Clothing, Hats, Furnishings and Shoes
Friday, April 25th
Representative—Robert Lee Pugh

Aquascutum London-Made Showerproof Topcoats $45 to $85
Field Club Shirts $2.50

"What a whalale of a difference just a few cents make!"

— all the difference between just an ordinary cigarette and—FATIMA, the most skillful blend in cigarette history.
DIE T UNIMPORTANT IN MARATHON GAME, G. H. BE MAR OPINES

Swapp and Qua Mare Vital, Thomas Meredith Fox at Printer's Bench

MAY RUN AGAIN NEXT YEAR

Legs OK, but Handshaking Al-

mended; Too Much Interest in

of B. A. A. Classic

Greater Boston Sports followers have had another marathon to ponder on, but there are still a few little questions in the minds of some that are unanswering. The big test of the season, the Boston International marathon, ran its usual course on the Natick and Wellesley roads last Friday evening, and it is hoped DeMar will be fit to show his hand best speed over the French course.

On the way home yesterday one of the best.. of the world of sport, the Consul of France, who accompanied the American Olympic officials to send DeMar's mother to France to pre-

paration for the big July test. No American has won the Olympic Marathon since 1908, where Johnny Hayes triumphed at London, so it is hoped DeMar will be fit to show his

I have my own training plans. I think that I may enter the R. A. A. Classic marathon next year. It is hoped DeMar will be fit to show his best speed over the French course.

You can earn enough money to pay your way through college if you will devote about one hour each day to hard but pleasant and profitable work.

For an hour, I frequently eat eggs; once in a while the lunch consists of a bottle of milk and half a dozen buns. I think it is a good plan to eat a meal once in a while.

Perhaps it may be that DeMar's meals are carefully supervised by his mother within his knowledge. Some one has suggested that it might be a good plan for the American Olympic officials to send DeMar's mother to France to pre-

If you are hampered by a trainer you can have your little worries and forget them. But if you are home on the wonderfully

The newest things in Men's Furnishings from LONDON, SCOTLAND and NEW YORK

SILK NECK-TIES, SMOKING SETS, HUMIDORS, INLAID WOOD WORK

All our goods are made by the inmates of the Eastern State Penitentiary.

The Newest Things in Men's Furnishings from LONDON, SCOTLAND and NEW YORK

You do not need to travel to learn what the exclusive London and New York shops are featuring this season in Men's Furnishings for business and sports wear. Through our New York headquarters, Browning King & Company are in constant touch with the latest offerings, and are able to show them to you in this city as soon as they appear anywhere.

A few of the new things are shown here. A great many more are shown at the store.

Mail orders given careful attention

3709 SPRUCE ST.
Nothing gets by the Sports Pages of the Public Ledger

The biggest—and the best—staff of regular and special sports writers on any newspaper in Pennsylvania.

Every man is picked for his knowledge of the sport he covers and his ability to write about it in a way that is accurate, authoritative, breezy and entertaining—as sports news should be written.

Here are some of the men who will write Sports News for you this season. Where will you find their equal on any other one newspaper?

- Stoney McLinn: Baseball and general.
- Bill Brandt: Baseball.
- Ed Pollock: Sport comment and features.
- J. B. Snodgrass: Horse racing.
- William T. Tilden: Tennis.
- Max Marston: Golf.
  (National amateur champion)
- Frank McCracken: Boxing, golf.
- Sandy McNiblick: Golf.
- Lou Jaffe: Boxing.
- Joe Labrum: Baseball and track.
- Lansing McCurley: Rowing and other water sports.

Boots and Saddles—Horse racing.
The Observer: General sports comment.
Carl Fischer: Tennis.
Bill Dallas: Independent baseball.
Paul Prep: Scholastic sports.
W. Fred Ford: Dogs.
D. P. Sailor: Chess and checkers.
Loren Murchison: Olympic track sports.
Larry Brown: Olympic contests.
Jim Kierans: Billiards and bowling.

PUBLIC LEDGER
MORNING: EVENING: SUNDAY
The Best Sports Pages in Philadelphia
**British Readers Arouse Widespread Interest on Eve of Relay Carnival**

Continued from Page One

will be notable because of the appearance of Billy of Kansas Agricultural College, the American champion in this event. He will be forced to stand next to him seen as Cherry, of Elementary, Kenel. of Missouri and Princeton, of Harvard University, Texas, in order to carry away the major honors in this event. More of Penn State, who is the favorite in the 120-yard hurdles, will be pushed hard by Kenel of Missouri, who covered the 110-yard hurdles last year in 10 2 seconds; an almost incredible performance. Kenel, the National Collegiate champion in this event, is also to be considered a likely winner.

Brilliant performances are also expected in the take place in the field events. Hills, of Princeton, is expected to win the shot put, although such stars as Lock, of Notre Dame; Egan, and Egan, of Harvard; Brotchie of Princeton, and Flasby of Columbia, are entered. All three have done over 60 ft. Brot- chie, of Michigan, and Owen, of Pennsylvania, who did in the pole vault last year will again meet this Saturday. This year they will receive opponents of the class from Libbey, of Dartmouth, and Kirk, of Yale.

Smith and McCall, of Michigan; Ple- tine of Boston College, and Seeds of Pennsylvania, all have done 6 ft. 6 inches in the high jump and are expected to have a merry time fighting for honors in this event. Combines of Yale and Penn, of Pennsylvania, are the outstanding entrants in the broad jump. Letter of Notre Dame, is the favorite in the event since he can leap 20 feet and 6 inches. However, he will be pushed hard by a strong crowd of opposition in order to be placed in the best form to win.

Notre Dame also has an entry in the javelin event which is picked by the ex- pert followers of the sport. It is Cherry, who has thrown the javelin over 150 feet. Other events which will attract much of the attention of the thousands of followers are the international 200-yard race, the sprint and double relay championships, the quarter mile relay championship, the hammer throw, and the 100 and 220-yard races and the two mile international relay.

**RACE BOOK BRINGS $12,000**

By Captain John Smith, fettcher $12,000 last week at Rockleigh, the Rockleigh Club, Philadelphia, of Pennsylvania. The vol- ume is exceedingly rare and sold for known volumes. It is the Botting Library at Oxford and the other in the British Museum.


Continued from Page Six

half a length ahead. By this piece of tactics, the Cambridge team, at the right moment, the Cambridge stroke, has given him the victory in the Oxford never requires the lead. But the race is far from finished. Now is the time to congratulate the men who won the race, the three-boat launch.as Homestead Bridge, Cambridge leads by a length, the ten thousand people who cheer most of the crowning minutes and do not know. The boat from Homestead is in honorable. Such a thing as organized cheering of course, could not take place out on a later, and the roaring of the crowds and rock-hound coast. But the crowning minutes and seconds, the black heads throws away, there is no picture of the enthusiastic crowds in the world which can equal it. They are still in a storm of enthusiasm. The Homestead Bridge, Cambridge leads by three lengths, roving, oh, proud, Cambridge, Cambridge, the Cambridge boat is doing well but when you look at Cambridge one young man in the crowd is missing. At the brewery the black heads have dropped, but Oxford, of course, is still going marketplace. At the brewery the black heads have dropped, but Oxford, of course, is still going marketplace. At the brewery the black heads have dropped, but Oxford, of course, is still going marketplace. At the brewery the black heads have dropped, but Oxford, of course, is still going marketplace. At the brewery the black heads have dropped, but Oxford, of course, is still going marketplace.